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Not made from fashion but from the legacy
of the craftsman's pride



About Sasaki Celluloid

Kosuke Akagi 　-　President of Sasaki Celluloid

Our concept upon manufacturing is to make eyewear that can be used for a long time, 

instead of something that are disposable. 

The market is waiting for products and services that are sustainable. 

And we as a manufacturer in Sabae, are able to give solutions that can solve these social 

issues through manufacturing eyewear with the highest quality.

We are looking forward to build sustainable products and services that can lead to our 

next generation.

We are the leading company of  manufacturing acetate and

celluloid eyewear frames.

 About �� years since Sasaki  Celluloid has been founded,  

we have been the pioneer as an acetate and celluloid eyewear frame manufacturer.  

We are a integrated manufacturer,  which makes us very special  in Sabae.

 

With the ski l ls  achieved and inherited through the years,  

the craftsmen of  Sasaki  Celluloid creates beautiful  eyewear that 

reveals  the best  essence of  its  materials.

What also makes us stand out is  that not l ike other small  factories in Sabae,  

Sasaki  Celluloid can afford you the best  quality  eyewear in

 both small  and large scale production.



Materials

100% acetate

100% celluloid

Acetate and metal combination

Unique and beautiful color variations. Because this material is more flexible 

compared to celluloid, various designs are possible.

This material has been used for the longest time. Suits well with classical designed 

frames. Very tough and its gloss that can be seen after polishing is beautiful.

Combination of acetate front and metal temples are possible too. Suits well with 

simple designs.



Process of OEM

QUOTE4

CONTACT US1

Please let us hear your request 

through the contacting form. We can 

handle online meetings or 

exchanging e-mails, both in English.

2

SEVERAL MEETINGS2

Based on your request, we will sketch, draw, 

and propose the best colors. Estimation of 

the price is possible too

PROTOTYPE3

Based on the fixed design, our 

craftsman will make prototype by 

hand. We will check the size and 

make small adjustments.

Based on the fixed specification 

and order amount, we will give the 

final price quotation.

DELIVERY6ORDER5

After receiving purchase order, we will 

let you know the precise schedule and 

delivery date.

After strict inspection, now we are 

ready to ship the frames to you!

Based on your requests and images, Sasaki Celluloid will do best to make your ideal 
acetate and celluloid eyewear come into shape. We are ready to answer your inquiries 
with flexibility.



Contact Us

Please let us hear your inquiries!

TEL

2+81 778 62 2535

Contact Us

E-mail

info@celluloid.co.jp

Website

https://celluloid.co.jp/contact-en/



Frequently Asked Questions

Minimum quantity of order?

��� pieces per � design.

Design variations?

We can handle ���% acetate, ���% celluloid, and acetate and metal combination.

Which brands have Sasaki Celluloid worked with?

We have worked with many brands, both Japanese and global. Please contact us for details.

Who does the designs?

We have an in-house designer, which is very unique as a factory in Sabae.

Delivery date?

  � months from the first inquiry to fix the designs, � months after placement of order for production.


